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Abstract—Single-statement bugs (SStuBs) can have a severe
impact on developer productivity. Despite usually being simple
and not offering much of a challenge to fix, these bugs may still
disturb a developer’s workflow and waste precious development
time. However, few studies have paid attention to these simple
bugs, focusing instead on bugs of any size and complexity. In
this study, we explore the occurrence of SStuBs in some of
the most popular open-source Python projects on GitHub, while
also characterizing their patterns and distribution. We further
compare these bugs to SStuBs found in a previous study on
Java Maven projects. We find that these Python projects have
different SStuB patterns than the ones in Java Maven projects
and identify 7 new SStuB patterns. Our results may help uncover
the importance of understanding these bugs for the Python
programming language, and how developers can handle them
more effectively.
Index Terms—Single-statement bugs, Python, open-source
projects

I. I NTRODUCTION
All software developers have to deal with bugs at some
point in their careers, either while working on toy projects for
leisure or developing enterprise-grade software for industry.
These bugs may occur due to countless reasons, from syntax
errors to programming logic-related issues [11]. Bugs may also
vary in size and complexity, ranging from a single wrong token
to many lines of code spread across different components.
Tricky bugs that span multiple functions and statements may
offer developers a great challenge to unravel, making them
waste precious hours of their work time [15]. Single-statement
bugs (also known as simple stupid bugs, or SStuBs) [9]
also jeopardize developer productivity by interrupting their
workflow, despite being easier to fix. Frequently occurring
SStuBs may significantly impact workflows by continuously
making developers switch contexts to fix problems.
Several studies have analyzed the impact of bugs on developer productivity and projects’ lifecycles [7], [18]. Many
of those have focused on automatically identifying bugs to
relieve the developers’ burden of manually searching and
fixing them [21]. However, researchers have not given a lot
of attention to SStuBs and their relevance to software development. Studying and characterizing those SStuBs can help
developers in identifying them sooner, reducing the amount
of time they invest in solving the problem.
Recently, a study by Karampatsis and Sutton [9] identified and analyzed SStuBs in 1,000 open-source Java Maven
projects. The authors characterize 16 SStuB patterns and

discuss their frequency in those projects. While that study
sheds light on how SStuBs occur and the importance of
studying them, it only focuses on Java Maven projects.
With that in mind, this paper identifies and analyzes the
occurrence of SStuBs in a different programming language,
namely 1,000 of the most popular Python projects on GitHub.
The Python programming language shows several differences
from other languages such as Java [6], [16], which may be
reflected in the types and number of occurrences of SStuBs.
By collecting data from these Python projects and using
a similar approach as the one used by Karampatsis and
Sutton [9], we seek to understand the differences in SStuBs
between the Java and Python projects. More specifically, we
answer the following Research Questions (RQs):
RQ1. What are the most common single-statement bugs
in the most popular open-source Python projects?
The differences between Python and other programming
languages may result in the occurrence of different types
of single-statement bugs in Python projects. In this research
question, we discuss the types of SStuBs we identified in
the studied Python projects. We identify the 16 top occurring
patterns, and characterize 7 new patterns not found within the
patterns presented by Karampatsis and Sutton [9].
RQ2. How do the single-statement bugs we identified
compare to the ones found in Java Maven projects?
While Python projects might contain new SStuB patterns,
we still expect to find some of the patterns described for Java
Maven projects due to the similarities between the syntaxes
of the two languages (e.g., control structures and arithmetic
operators). In this research question, we compare the types
of Python SStuBs to the ones in Java Maven projects as
described by Karampatsis and Sutton [9]. We find that some of
the SStuBs are unique to each programming language, which
affects their frequency in the projects.
II. M ETHODOLOGY
In this section, we describe the methodology we used to
select the studied projects, gather their data, and identify
SStuBs. Figure 1 shows an overview of the steps we took.
A. Selecting Python projects
We selected the 1,000 most popular Python projects on
GitHub as measured by their number of stars in January, 2021.
We used GitHub’s search engine to obtain a list of Python
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Fig. 1. Overview of the steps taken in our methodology.

projects (i.e., projects which have most of their content written
in Python) ordered by their number of stars. We chose this
specific number of projects to provide a fairer comparison with
the 1,000 Java Maven projects collected by Karampatsis and
Sutton [9] for their “SStuBs L” dataset.

do not contain the suffix ‘.py’ in their file name. We also
excluded any files not containing a valid Python 3.6 syntax,
as those could not be parsed into Abstract Syntax Trees (ASTs)
in future steps using our version of Python 3.

B. Gathering data
We gathered data from the projects we selected in Section II-A using World of Code (WoC) [14], an infrastructure
for mining open-source software and their version control data
which is updated on a monthly basis. Starting from the project
IDs on GitHub, we used the WoC API to collect the commits
associated to them. We used a similar process to gather the
files containing source code associated with each commit. The
data was collected in January, 2021.
We note that the data we collected from WoC is not an exact
representation of the projects, as the API could not retrieve
some of the entities belonging to the projects. For example,
we could not collect some of the commits referenced by the
projects. However, we measured an overall loss of data of less
than 10%, which should not affect our overall results.
We collected 6,062,534 commits from the 1,000 projects
we selected. We identified bug-fixing commits using the same
methodology described by Karampatsis and Sutton [9], i.e., by
filtering commit messages which contain one of the following
keywords: ‘error’, ‘bug’, ‘fix’, ‘issue’, ‘mistake’, ‘incorrect’,
‘fault’, ‘defect’, ‘flaw’, and ‘type’. Using this method, we obtained 1,844,369 bug-fixing commits. In addition, we excluded
commit messages that included the ‘refactor’ keyword to help
reduce the number of false positives in our sample, but those
only accounted for 1% (18,156) of the commits. Lastly, we
filtered out any commits that added or deleted files.
We moved on to gather the files referenced by each commit.
In this step, we collected the files before and after they were
modified by the commit. As the projects can also contain files
that are not written in Python, we filter out any files which

C. Identifying single-statement bugs
We followed a similar approach as Karampatsis and Sutton [9] to identify SStuBs. First, we used the Unix ‘diff’
command to identify the line changes between each file pair.
We selected only the pairs which showed single-statement
changes, while discarding those containing line deletions and
additions. We also discarded all of the files from commits that
showed multiple-statement changes in any position in any file.
After this step, we were left with 148,450 file pairs.
For file pairs that contain multiple single-statement changes,
we derived new pairs by applying each of the changes to the
original file, one at a time. Thus, each new pair contained only
one change. We parsed the files of each pair using Python’s
ast library, yielding an Abstract Syntax Tree (AST) for each of
them. The ast library ignores comments and whitespaces, and
we therefore do not consider changes to those in our analysis.
We also ignore changes to class and function docstrings.
We wrote a custom Python script to compare the resulting
AST pairs. Using the script, we perform a simultaneous
depth-first traversal of each tree and locate the first pair of
nodes in which the trees differ. Each pair of diverging nodes
thus corresponds to a single-statement change in between the
files. We manually analyzed each type of node differences to
identify if they matched any of the SStuB patterns as described
by Karampatsis and Sutton [9]. However, unlike Karampatsis
and Sutton [9], our method only matches the first pattern found
for a statement and not all of them. Furthermore, we analyzed
the most common types of node differences to identify the
16 most common SStuBs, and found 7 new SStuB patterns
(described in Section III-A).

D. Removing refactoring changes
We noticed that some of the patterns we identified in Section II-C described changes to function and class definitions,
such as their names and arguments. As those patterns likely
relate to the refactoring of code and not to bug-fixing changes,
we decided to exclude them from our analysis. We also
excluded changes made to statements that referenced those
refactored entities in any of the files that originated from the
same commit. For example, if a commit changed the name of
a class in one of its files, we excluded all of the changes made
to that class’ usages across all of the files in the commit.
We also observed that many of the single-statement changes
we identified describe changes to the values of string constants.
Strings in Python serve a large number of purposes, from
indexing values in dictionaries to storing data, and developers
may need to frequently change them to account for new
code versions. Strings also have a flexible length and can
contain any type of written text, and are therefore prone to
errors and misspellings. However, not all of the changes to
those string values can be considered bugs, and including
them in our analysis may introduce many false positives.
For example, developers frequently use hard-coded strings
in natural language to write messages that describe errors,
program functionalities or interactions with users, and changes
to those strings may not change the behaviour of the program.
We therefore excluded these changes from our analysis.
We note that we only identified trivial changes, and we
did not remove more complex refactorings. In the end, we
were left with 126,912 single-statement changes that altered
the ASTs, 58% (73,013) of which belonging to the 23 SStuB
patterns we used. The remaining changes did not fit any of
our patterns. Our final dataset with 73,013 SStuBs is publicly
available online [8].
III. R ESULTS
In this section we answer our two RQs by describing the
results of our analysis of the 73,013 SStuBs and 23 patterns
we obtained from Section II.
A. RQ1. What are the most common single-statement bugs in
the most popular open-source Python projects?
We found 7 new SStuB patterns in Python projects. Out
of the 23 SStuBs we identified, 7 were not previously defined
by Karampatsis and Sutton [9]. While some of these patterns
may occur in Java, others only occur due to the difference in
syntax between the languages. We give a brief description of
each of these new patterns below. The number of occurrences
of each pattern can be seen in Table I.
• Change Attribute Used - When developers change
the attribute accessed from an object. For example,
person.name changes to person.age.
• Add Function Around Expression - When developers put
an expression inside a function call, often for modifying
the returned value. For example, human = person
changes to human = is_human(person).

•

•

•

•

•

Add Elements to Iterable - When developers add an
element to a hard-coded iterable, such as a list or a
tuple. For example, info = (name, age) changes
to info = (name, age, height).
Change Keyword Argument Used - When developers
change the keyword argument used in a function call or
object instantiation. For example, Person(name=20)
changes to Person(age=20).
Add Method Call - When developers add a method call
to an expression which references an object, changing the
return value. For example, year = person changes to
year = person.birth_year().
Change
Constant
Type
When
developers
change the type of a hard-coded constant. For
example,
person.age = ‘10’
changes
to
person.age = 10.
Add Attribute Access - When developers access the
attribute of an object instead of the object itself.
For example, say_hello_to(person) changes to
say_hello_to(person.name).

TABLE I
C OUNTS OF SS TU B PATTERNS IN P YTHON AND JAVA M AVEN PROJECTS .
PATTERNS IN BOLD INDICATE THE NEW PATTERNS WE IDENTIFIED .
N UMBERS IN BOLD SHOW THE PATTERNS THAT OCCUR OVER TWO TIMES
MORE IN JAVA .
Pattern name
Same Function More Args
Wrong Function/Method Name
Change Identifier Used
Add Function Around Expression
Change Attribute Used
Change Numeric Literal
Change Operand
Same Function Less Args
Add Method Call
Add Elements to Iterable
More Specific If
Change Constant Type
Change Unary Operator
Change Keyword Argument Used
Change Boolean Literal
Add Attribute Access
Same Function Wrong Caller
Change Binary Operator
Less Specific If
Same Function Swap Args
Change Modifier
Delete Throws Exception
Missing Throws Exception
Total

Python
9,958
9,091
8,973
6,363
5,229
4,775
4,657
3,381
3,338
2,541
2,443
2,199
2,187
1,554
1,466
1,439
1,163
976
943
336
0
0
0
73,013

%
14
12
12
9
7
7
6
5
5
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
1
1
>1
0
0
0
100

Java [9]
5,100
10,179
22,668
0
0
5,447
807
1,588
0
0
2,381
0
1,016
0
1,842
0
1,504
2,241
2,813
612
5,011
508
206
63,923

%
8
16
35
0
0
8
1
2
0
0
4
0
2
0
3
0
2
5
4
1
8
1
>1
100

B. RQ2. How do the single-statement bugs we identified
compare to the ones found in Java Maven projects?
The studied Python and Java Maven Projects share most
of the 16 original SStuBs. We could find 13 of the 16 SStuBs
identified in Java Maven projects in Python projects, although
in different proportions. We applied a Chi-squared (χ2 ) test
to the SStuB categories found both in Java and Python and
found that the difference in proportion of SStuB types was
statistically significant (p < .001).

We observed this difference in patterns such as Wrong
Function/Method Name (as seen in a commit from the
Keras project [4] with a change from model.train to
model.fit), which comprised 16% (10,179) of the bugs
in Java and 12% (9,091) of the bugs in Python.
While shared patterns can occur in both languages, differences between the syntax and type system of the two
programming languages make it impossible for the other three
patterns to occur in Python. Therefore, we did not observe
any Change Modifier, Missing Throws Exception or Delete
Throws Exception SStuBs. The Python programming language
does not have access level modifiers (e.g., public and private)
and developers instead use naming conventions to simulate
the access restriction behaviour. Similarly, there is no way to
explicitly denote that a function throws an exception.
Many of the new SStuBs we identified relate to Python’s
dynamic type system. We observed that many of the SStuB
patterns we identified in Python can be linked to the flexible
way in which it allows developers to work with data types.
In Python, variables can be created and assigned a value
without an explicit type declaration, and then later be reassigned a new value of a different type. This dynamic typing
system allows for patterns such as Change Constant Type,
exemplified by a commit in the Django project [3] when the
value assigned to a variable was changed from a string to an
integer (param = "1" to param = 1).
Other examples are Add Method Call and Add Attribute Access, which can only occur if the change from
an object reference to a return value is allowed. We observed this pattern in a commit in the Ansible project [2],
when base.group_upgrade(group) was changed to
base.group_upgrade(group.id). Similarly, the Add
Function Around Expression pattern is usually related to
changing the value and type of an expression. We could
observe such a change in the Scipy project [1], in which a
variable was cast to an integer when being returned from a
function (return nnz changed to return int(nnz)).
In contrast, Java has a static type system that checks for
type inconsistencies during program compilation. While this
system still allows for changes in the value of variables and
constants of the same type (described by patterns such as
Change Identifier Used and Change Numerical Literal), it
prevents the occurrence of the patterns mentioned above.
IV. T HREATS TO VALIDITY
Internal validity. We selected the 1,000 Python projects
based on their number of stars as a measure of popularity.
However, there are other ways to measure the popularity of
a project (e.g., the number of forks and contributors) which
could lead to the selection of a different set of projects.
Construct validity. We are limited by the accuracy of the
data provided by the GitHub project search. This may have
excluded some relevant projects from our analysis, including
projects that are more popular than the ones we selected.
Despite checking commits and files for refactoring changes,
we could not detect all of them and the number of SStuBs

may be overestimated. For example, we did not check for
the renaming of entities such as variables. Others have shown
that identifying refactorings in Python is complicated due to
Python’s dynamic nature [22]. As Python is a dynamically
typed language, refactoring Python code tends to cause more
errors than in statically typed languages like Java [17].
External validity. Our results are limited to popular opensource Python projects and may not generalize to other programming languages, or even Python code from other sources.
However, many of our findings overlap with the ones from
Karampatsis and Sutton [9], which may indicate general trends
for other programming languages and projects.
V. R ELATED WORK
Prior work has also focused on detecting bugs using AST
representations. Karampatsis and Sutton [9] found singlestatement bugs by mining a set of 100 and 1,000 opensource Java projects. The authors used ASTs extracted from
the modified files before and after the bugs were fixed,
finding that around 33% of the fixes could be described with
their patterns. Martinez and Durieux [20] developed repair
tools for Python, presenting an empirical study to repair the
QuixBugs benchmark, even though the authors focus on Java
implementations. Zhaogui and Liu [19] proposed a predictive
analysis of Python projects by collecting traces and detecting
bugs. They evaluated their prototype on 11 Python projects and
find 46 bug types. Chen and Lin [13] used ASTs to study finegrained source code changes in Python and, later on, analyzed
the dynamic feature of Python code when fixing bugs [5].
Other studies investigated program repair patterns and some
of the patterns we use in our work have been used by Le Goues
et al. [12], Kim et al. [10], and Karampatsis and Sutton [9].
This research differs from those mentioned above in that
we detect single-statement bugs in 1,000 Python projects and
discuss them with single-statement bugs from Maven projects
found by Karampatsis and Sutton [9].
VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper we analyze the most common single-statement
bugs in Python code using data from some of the most popular
open-source Python projects on GitHub. We selected projects
based on their number of stars and used World of Code (WoC)
to collect commit messages and files. After preprocessing the
data, we compared the Abstract Syntax Trees (ASTs) for pairs
of files before and after the bug fixes. As a result, we identified
23 “Simple Stupid Bug” (SStuB) patterns and 73,013 changes
that matched those patterns. Additionally, we characterize 7
new SStuB patterns found in the studied Python projects. We
moved on to compare the SStuBs we found to the ones found
by Karampatsis and Sutton [9], showing that differences in
the programming languages, and style of typing (dynamic
versus static) change the types of SStuBs identified. Our
findings may be used as a way of understanding these types
of bugs occurring in Python code, and may help developers
by improving the way they handle them. We also share our
dataset online [8], allowing its use in future research.
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